
9-11   
  

On   9-11   
Booming   thunder   shook   the   ground   

Planes   crashed   
People   dashed     

Trying   to   save   their   life   
On   9-11   

Screaming   sirens     
Burning   smoke   
Buildings   broke   

Ash   covering   the   ground   
On   9-11   

People   went   to   heaven   
Parents   crying   for   their   young   

But   yet   we   still   stand   together   as   one   
On   the   day   of   9-11   

  
by   Norah   Wozny   

  
  
  
  
  
  



9/11   
  

On   that   disturbing   September   day   
  People   screamed   
Terrorists   attacked   

  Lives   were   taken   away     
Goodbyes   were   said   to   loved   ones   

Planes   soared   through   the   sky   
One   by   one   crashed   into   the   towers     

Towers   crumbled   
Pentagon   burned   
Flight   93   crashed   

Children   wept   
Heroes   saved   

Prayers   were   said   
People   asked   why   
Posters   were   hung  

Loved   ones   searched   
Brave   souls   put   lives   at   risk   

Many   lives   were   saved   
The   world   prayed   

The   U.S   froze   in   time   
On   that   very   mournful   day.   

  
by   Skye   Pospyhalla   

  
  



  Ashes  
  

It   was   just   a   normal   day   
      Nothing   unusual   

But   as   soon   as   the   planes   crashed   
       Chaos   ensued   
  
  

     The   flames   burst   everywhere   
  Ashes   began   to   fall   

When   the   buildings   started   to   crumble   
    It   seemed   like   there   was   nothing   
  
  

  But   from   the   smoke,   ashes,   and   fire   
                                A   glimmer   of   hope   appeared   

           Heroes   would   be   doing   their   job   
     Trying   to   save   the   innocent   
  
  

  We   should   never   forget   their   sacrifice   
Of   what   they   did   that   day   

      For   the   ones   who   lost   their   lives     
  Doing   what   they   were   supposed   to   do   
  

by   Eli   Lepak   
    

  
  



Fly   a   kite   up   to   heaven   
on   September   11   

carrying   prayers   for   the   forgotten   
remember   the   heroes   

go   see   the   world   and   its   wonders   
think   about   the   memories   

but   never   forget   God   loves.   
  

By   Rosalyn   Bergs   
  
  
  



Rising   Up   
  
  

On   that   September   day   
People   stood   in   shock   

As   the   smoke   filled   the   air.   
The   sky   a   dark   gray     
The   sirens   blared   

The   sound   of   cries   and   weeping   
Fear   and   anger   swept   the   streets   

  The   world   slowed   to   a   stop   
The   hope   that   people   would   rise   from   the   rubble   

Hero’s   frantically   swept   
People   came   together   

No   matter   man   or   women   
Adult   or   teen   

People   helped   people   
During   this   time   of   need   

Through   all   this,   the   flag   flew   high   
The   red,   white,   and   blue   gleamed   in   the   gray   sky   

Today,   we   honor   these   brave   people   and   the   lives   they   saved   
A   memorial   stands   where   that   tower   stood   

  That   day   will   never   be   forgotten   
Those   hero’s   will   always   be   remembered   

And   that   flag   will   always   stand.   
  

  
By:   Jenna   Hafferman   

  



  
  


